
The "Static" Shell Scripting Language

Abstract
We describe a statically typed scripting language with a focus on type safety and shell
integration.
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Overview 
This is a description of the Static shell scripting language.

Static is a scripting language designed to be executed by a terminal emulator and used as the
users shell. It is statically typed and has explicit support for standard streams and for executing
external programs.

1.2. Terminology 
The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD
NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "NOT RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to
be interpreted as described in BCP 14 ,  when, and only when, they appear in
all capitals, as shown here.

Many important terms used in this document are defined in , and .

1.3. Methodology 
The syntax is specified using Augmented Backus-Naur Form (ABNF) as specified in .
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2. Source Code Representation 
Source code is Unicode text encoded with . The text is not canonicalized.

Implementation restriction: For compatibility with other tools, a compiler may disallow the NUL
character (U+0000) in the source text.

Implementation restriction: For compatibility with other tools, a compiler may ignore a UTF-8-
encoded byte order mark (U+FEFF) if it is the first Unicode code point in the source text. A byte
order mark may be disallowed anywhere else in the source.

2.1. Characters 
The following terms are used to denote specific Unicode character classes:

In The Unicode Standard 8.0, Section 4.5 "General Category" defines a set of character categories.
Static treats all characters in any of the Letter categories Lu, Ll, Lt, Lm, or Lo as Unicode letters,
and those in the Number category Nd as Unicode digits.

2.2. Letters and digits 
The underscore character _ (U+005F) is considered a letter.

3. IANA Considerations 
This document requires no interaction with the Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA).

4. Security Considerations 
TODO

5. References 

UTF-8 [RFC3629]

newline        = /* the Unicode code point U+000A */ .
unicode_char   = /* an arbitrary Unicode code point
                    except newline */ .
unicode_letter = /* a Unicode code point classified as
                    "Letter" */ .
unicode_digit  = /* a Unicode code point classified as
                    "Number, decimal digit" */ .

letter        = unicode_letter | "_" .
decimal_digit = "0" … "9" .
octal_digit   = "0" … "7" .
hex_digit     = "0" … "9" | "A" … "F" | "a" … "f" .
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